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ACTIVE INSIGHTS: AZURE HEALTH CHECK

Optimise resources and 

prioritise cloud tasks with 

a read-only snapshot of 

your Azure environment

Receive a summary 

optimisation report 

covering costs, usage, 

and more.

Plan your next steps 

with actionable 

insights and 

recommendations.

The Azure Health Check is a discreet optimisation analysis of the Azure environment, 
surfacing opportunities to optimise costs, resources, and cloud functionality.

To maximise the value on offer, the Azure 

Health Check report contains both 

summary and deep-reaching insights – 

starting with a brief overview of findings 

and recommendations.

Powered by Active Insight’s powerful analytical capabilities, the Azure Health Check provides a 

summarised snapshot of potential savings opportunities – totalling an average of 17-37% - across 

a number of technical categories.

The Azure Health Check is free to run, 

requires read-only access, and is a secure 

means of uprooting hidden opportunities to 

right-size, optimise, and enhance Azure 

resource usage.

The report then dives below the surface to 

explore the cost, usage, wastage, and 

optimisation opportunities across highly 

relevant areas of Azure – including VM and 

storage optimisation, Kubernetes, hybrid 

benefits, and Azure tagging.

Gain perspective with a snapshot of your Azure
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